APPLICATIONS
From March 30th, 2017
to May 3rd, 2017 (noon, Paris time)

Institute of Genetics and Molecular and Cellular Biology
a cosmopolitan city, in the heart of Europe

IGBMC - UMR7104-U964 - 1 rue Laurent Fries - 67404 Illkirch Cedex - France - www.igbmc.fr

Programmes

Development & stem cells
- Stem cell fate, organogenesis & metabolism
- Cell physics & developmental biology
- Cell cycle & genome integrity

Integrated structural biology
- Drug design
- Mechanisms of transcription
- Translation & signaling

Translational medicine & neurogenetics
- Brain & muscle diseases
- Mechanisms of diseases
- Therapeutic research

Functional genomics & cancer
- Gene expression regulation
- Epigenetics & computational biology
- Mechanisms & pathways of cancer
- Nuclear receptor signaling

IGBMC - international PhD programme

More information and online application at http://application.phdprogramme.igbmc.fr/